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Investigation Recording 2019-121
Date: October 9, 2019 (+86-18999941314)
Subject(s): Ning Na, Contact Person for Organs, Hepatobiliary Surgery, the People's
Hospital of Xinjiang Autonomous Region
Summary
1. If there is a suitable liver source available, the situation like yours will be given
priority in our consideration! (Recipient has money)
2. Investigator: Are the wait time and liver quality negotiable? Since the family is
running a business, the cost is not a problem.
Ning Na: Ah, I know what you mean! I understand what you mean.
3. Investigator: Is it possible to arrange his surgery before the end of the month?
Ning Na: Listen, give me a minute, and let me call our hospital... (inaudible) to see if
he... (inaudible)
4. Investigator: I'll probably call you back in ten minutes. Is that okay with you?
Ning Na: Okay, that’s fine.
Translation
Doctor: Hello!
Investigator: Hey, hello! Hey, is this Ning Na, Doctor Ning, from the Hepatobiliary
Surgery of the People's Hospital of Xinjiang Autonomous Region?
Ning Na: Yes, who is this?
Investigator: Ah, hello, hello, my surname is Li. My name is Li Yuang. I’m a relative of a
patient, because he was diagnosed to have hepatitis B in Hami.
Ning Na: Okay.

Investigator: Ah, then the doctor over there said that hopefully, the patient could have a
liver transplant as soon as possible, and recommended that I contact your hospital. That is
why I am calling.
Ning Na: Ah.
Investigator: So, at your hospital, is there any shortage of beds right now?
Ning Na: Yeah, we have a shortage of beds. However, if you want to get a liver
transplant done, you must have a liver donor first!
Investigator: Ah, yes, yes, he (that doctor) said…because he referred you to me, he said
that if we’re lucky, we can get a liver transplant arranged and get it done at your hospital
very soon. So, I want to check it out, because the family member (Doctor: Ah) is running
a business (Doctor: Um), that means money should not be a problem.
Ning Na: Um.
Investigator: So in general, at your hospital…
Ning Na: Alright.
Investigator: Ah, yes, what’s your situation? So, if with good luck, how soon do you
think it can be arranged, ah?
Ning Na: Ah, let me ask, what blood type does your patient have?
Investigator: He has type B, blood type B, Um.
Ning Na: Blood type B?
Investigator: Ah, yes.
Ning Na: He…he must wait for his liver source. Because here we have stored in a
database all recipients, if there is a suitable liver organ available, the situation like his
will be given priority in our consideration!
Investigator: Ah.
Ning Na: That is, he must first complete his information, that is, you have to get him
registered here.
Investigator: Ah.

Ning Na: Please submit all his information. I will tell you what information to submit and
you write it down. Then you can send it to me via text messages, so I have it on file with
us. Is that okay?
Investigator: Well, how about this: I’ll ask my brother to transfer over, let him have his
test results, along with his medical records, sent over to you through WeChat, and then if
you think it works…
Ning Na: Ah.
Investigator: Then we also hope that you can really do us a favor. So, I think if you can
arrange it, (Doctor: Ah) we will, of course, come to your hospital since it’s closer to us.
What do you think?
Ning Na: Um, you'd better to…if you want to get his liver transplant here with us, we
need to assess his condition ahead of time.
Investigator: Ah.
Ning Na: You tell him to take the transfer bus to our hospital. We’ll do an assessment on
him first, but I can’t guarantee that we’ll have a liver organ available here, because there
are two types of liver sources. One is from a family member, and the other type is what
we need to wait for, which means you need to wait for a suitable donor to donate his liver
for you. It’s like that.
Investigator: Ah, okay.
Ning Na: Two types.
Investigator: Okay, I see, because…
Ning Na: Ah, so we…
Investigator: Well, if he comes to your hospital, if you get all his tests done, such as his
physical exam, and tissue typing, do you think there is any hope to arrange his liver
transplant before the end of October? Do you think that’s possible?
Ning Na: Well, I really can't guarantee you that, because there are many ways to get a
liver organ. One is, for example, through a car accident which has caused someone to be
brain dead, (Investigator: ah) or the person’s family has given up his treatment, although
his liver is quite good. If you are lucky, there may be such a person to become your donor
today. If there is not such a person, then we can't tell…it’s just hard to tell.
Investigator: It can’t be certain?
Ning Na: That’s right.

Investigator: Ah, you know, it’s because of a situation like that, someone in the family
runs a business, that is to say, the family can afford the cost.
Ning Na: Um.
Investigator: The second thing is that in terms of the liver quality, we hope to get a better
one. So, the postoperative care has less trouble, right? So I think…because that
means…as I just told you, his family does business, so the cost is not a big problem.
Ning Na: Ah, I understand what you mean. I see what you mean.
Investigator: Ah, do you think it is possible to arrange his surgery before the end of the
month? By the end of the month, it’ll be just 20 days before the end of October? (Doctor:
Um) Do you think there is such a chance?
Doctor: Listen, give me just a minute, and let me call our hospital... (inaudible) to see if
he... (inaudible)
Investigator: Okay.
Ning Na: Ah…
Investigator: That’s okay.
Doctor: You can call me a little later.
Investigator: I can wait a little bit. I'll probably call you back in ten minutes. Is that okay
with you?
Ning Na: Okay, that’s fine.
Investigator: Okay, thank you.
Ning Na: Um, that is fine
Investigator: Okay, talk to you later!
Ning Na: Okay.
Investigator: Okay, Goodbye.
Ning Na: Um, okay.
(However, when another call was made a little later, the other party did not answer.)

